The bristles of Drosophila melanogaster have provided m aterial for a stu d y of th e relation betw een th e shape of a specialized ty p e of cell an d th e o rientation of th e chitin molecules of th e cell wall, as revealed by optical an d m echanical properties. Close correspondence betw een shape an d o rientation has been found, b o th in norm al an d m u ta n t bristles. Certain of th e m echanical properties of th e wall of th e ad u lt bristle can be studied directly, an d som ething of those of th e im m ature w all can be inferred from th e behaviour of th e bristle during develop m ent. There is reason to believe th a t th e new ly form ed wall is plastic an d th a t it possesses a definite yield value. The bristle m ay be regarded as a hollow object blown in a plastic, aniso tropic m edium b y th e pressure of cytoplasm form ation in th e trichogen. I t seems reasonable to suppose th a t th e shape of th e norm al bristle is intim ately related to th e grow th in length of th e chitin chains of th e cell wall oriented parallel to th e long axis of th e cell. Indeed th e long axis appears to be such because th e oriented chains grow in its direction. Our stu d y of m u ta n t as well as norm al bristles has enabled us to m ake a te n ta tiv e analysis of th e factors concerned in th e ir grow th, an d to suggest w hat m ay be th e m ode of action of those genes w hich m odify th e shape of th e bristle. W e are led to an in te rp re tatio n of th e shape of th e bristle in term s of th e properties of th e substances secreted b y th e trichogen (wall-substance an d cytoplasm ) an d of th e tim e relations of th e ir synthesis.
I. IN T R O D U C T IO N
Among the observations recorded in recent studies of the fine structure of plant cell walls (for references see Astbury & Preston 1940) perhaps the most suggestive, from the point of view of the morphologist, is that the molecules of cellulose or chitin in the wall are oriented with respect to the long axis, in anisometric cells. The present work records observations on the orientation of chitin chains in the wall of an animal cell, the unicellular bristles of Drosophila melanogaster. It has been found that the chains lie parallel to the long axis of the bristle, so that in this respect the structure resembles that of certain markedly anisometric plant cells, such as the bast fibres of ramie, where the cellulose chains of the wall are approxi mately parallel to the long axis of the cell. The orientation of the chains in the wall of the bristle is revealed, among other things, by the microscopically visible, fibrillar ridges wIfLch run from base to tip of the bristles. The examination of a wide range of bristle types has shown that there is close correspondence between molecular orientation, ridge orientation and the shape of the bristles, both in normal and mutant flies.
In a normal fly, all the bristles are of the same type; they may differ in size, but closely resemble each other in their proportions and ridge patterns. The numerous [ 396 ] bristle mutants, however, provide a great variety of bristle types, hitherto utilized mainly for genetic studies. Of the many genes known to modify bristle develop ment, those which influence the division of the formative cells or their disposition within the epidermis have already been considered in detail (Lees & Waddington 1942) . Another group of genes affects only the shape of the bristle; the histological development of the formative cells appears to be normal, or nearly so. No explana tion has hitherto been offered of the varied and striking shapes assumed by these bristles, variously described in the literature as 'bent', 'ragged', 'wavy', 'branch ing', 'beaded', etc.; on the basis of the present study we offer a tentative explana tion of bristle shape in terms of factors whose operation can be inferred from the course of development. While our study of the development of mutant types was primarily intended to throw light on their shapes, it was hoped that insight into the mode of action of the genes in morphogenesis might also be gained. From this latter point of view the bristle-socket system is particularly suitable, because of its morphological simplicity: bristle and socket develop from two cells only, one of which forms the bristle, the other the socket. Any attempt to interpret the structure of an adult bristle presupposes some knowledge of its developmental history. Although we cannot as yet observe the growth of a single bristle throughout development, much useful information may be obtained by examining a particular bristle-for instance, a posterior dorsocentral-in a number of flies, at different stages in development. This suffices to bring out the chief points in development, even though the shapes of two adult bristles (in forked and singed, for example) are probably never the same*. There is, however, one important fact that enables us to infer the course of development in a given bristle from a study of its adult form alone: namely, that a developing bristle appears to grow predominantly at its tip, rather than at its base or along its entire length. It will be convenient to establish this point at the outset.
Successive lengths of a normal, immature bristle are so closely similar one to another that it is impossible to decide by inspection where growth is taking place. In branched mutant types such as forked, although the bristles ultimately develop side branches, the young rudiments are unbranched like those of wild type, and it is possible to distinguish between growth before and after the formation of branched at the tip of the growing bristle. Once a point of reference on the bristle surface has been established as a result of branching, it can readily be seen, by examining a large number of bristles from pupae of known ages, that the bristle does not subsequently elongate appreciably proximally to the point of branching; further growth is distal to this point. In other words, the average length of homo logous bristles from socket to region of branching does ,not increase with increasing age of the pupa.* * D u rin g th e e x a m in a tio n o f d e v e lo p in g b ristle s, in 1 % so d iu m ch lo rid e, so m e a p ic a l 'g r o w th ' w as seen to o cc u r b efo re c o a g u la tio n o f th e b ris tle su b s ta n c e to o k p la c e (in a b o u t 15 m in .). T h is 'g r o w t h ' w as e v id e n tly h ig h ly a b n o rm a l. I n on e e x a m p le , th e r o u n d e d b ris tle tip first d e v e lo p e d a n a p ic a l sw ellin g ; su b s e q u e n tly th e re g io n b e h in d b e c a m e th in n e r a n d a p p e a re d to elo n g a te .
Experimental evidence also points to the conclusion that the bristle grows for the most part at its tip. When 'pupae were exposed for a short period to a tem perature of 40° C (Ma 1941) , it was found that they 'react to temperature shock by changing the direction of normal growth in a definite time-space relation, i.e. the older the bristles shocked, the more distal the point at which the change begins, until only a knot is formed at the tip It is therefore legitimate to regard structures at the base of a bristle as chronologically older than those at the tip.
I I . M A T E R IA L A N D M E TH O D S
T he dev elo p m en t of n o rm al bristles w as follow ed in th e w ild sto ck O regon-R. A d u lt bristles o f th e m u ta n ts fo rk ed ( / a n d / 5, 1-56*7), singed-3 1-21*0 ), S tubble (Sb, 3-58*2), B ristle (Bl, 2-54*8), P ric k ly (Pr, 3-90*0) a n d sh av en -n ak ed (svn, 4 th chrom osom e) were exam ined, w hile dev elo p m en t w as follow ed in som e d etail in th e ty p es / , sn3 a n d Sb.
To o b ta in b ristles of know n age, w h ite p u p a e w ere rem oved from th e cu ltu re b o ttles a n d in c u b a te d a t 25° C. Owing to th e ra p id ity of b ristle developm ent accu rate tim in g is necessary. P u p a e w ere dissected a fte r fix atio n in 70 % alcohol o r exam ined fresh in 1 % NaCl. I n general it w as fo u n d t h a t alcohol fix atio n re su lte d in a v e ry slight co n tractio n of th e bristle substance, • b u t th a t th is d id n o t lead to a n y considerable d isto rtio n nor, w hen th e alcohol-fixed m aterial w as ex am in ed in w a te r, to a n y m a rk e d re d u c tio n in birefringence. O bservations m ade on alcohol-fixed m a te ria l w ere alw ays re p e a te d on fresh m aterial.
I n o rd er to p re p a re w hole m o u n ts, w h eth er te m p o ra ry or p erm an en t, pu p ae were cu t in tw o horizo n tally , a n d th e fa t b o d y scrap ed from th e dorsal h a lf of th e th o ra x w ith tw o fine needles. T h e d orsal epiderm is w as th u s o b tain ed co m p arativ ely free from fa t globules; it was e ith e r m o u n te d w hile still a d h e re n t to th e p u p a l cuticle or carefully rem oved from th is a n d m o u n te d sep a ra te ly .
F o r th e ex am in a tio n of th e optical p ro p erties o f a d u lt bristles, w hole flies were decolorized in d iap h an o l (a solution of chlorine dioxide in acetic acid), w hich rem oves th e sclerotin (P ry o r 1940 a) from th e cuticle a n d leaves only th e ch itin com ponent. T he dorsal p a rt of th e th o ra x , w ith th e b ristles a tta c h e d , w as th e n dissected off a n d m o u n ted in ta p w ater for ex am in atio n . Since th e birefringence of th e d ia p h an o l-treated bristles is largely positive form birefringence (the c h itin cry stallites them selves show ing w eak n eg ative intrinsic b ire fringence) it w as desirable to m ak e all o p tical o b servations in th e sam e m edium an d th a t of th e low est re fra c tiv e in d ex (for references see P ick en 1940).
D eterm in a tio n s of sign, a n d m easu rem eh ts, o f birefringence were m ade w ith a Leitz CBM P polarizing m icroscope w ith objectives a n d condenser (n .a . 1*40) selected for freedom from ten sio n birefringence. As recom m ended b y S chm idt (1937) a l/1 6 th w .l . m ica p late ro ta tin g b etw een condenser a n d p olarizer w as u sed to com pensate a n y slight ellipticity of th e p olarized b eam a n d for ra p id ly d eterm in in g th e sign of birefringence. M easurem ents of birefringence w ere m ad e w ith a B erek co m p en sato r (Leitz) w ith a range of one octave, an d w ith a n elliptical co m p en sato r (Leitz) w ith a ran g e o f l/1 0 th of a w ave-length. F o r critical d ete rm in a tio n s a green eyepiece filter tra n s m ittin g lig h t o f w ave-length 0*550/4 w as used. The lig h t source w as a 30 w a tt M onla lam p w ith a d a y lig h t filter (Leitz).
T h e d e v e l o p m e n t o f n o r m a l b r i s t l e s At 16 hr. after puparium formation at 25° C, 'bristle' and 'socket' can be dis tinguished from other epidermal cells by their slightly larger size. These cells grow considerably in volume between 18 and 30 hr., and come to occupy certain definite positions in the epidermis relative to one another. The larger cell, the trichogen, destined to secrete the bristle, lies beneath the smaller of the pair, the tormogen, which will form the socket.
Bristle secretion begins at about 30 hr., and in stained preparations the young rudiment can be seen as a small, non-staining projection from the trichogen. At this stage, in fresh preparations observed between crossed nicols under the polar izing microscope, a bristle is distinctly birefringent, even before it has grown sufficiently in length to be markedly anisometric. Generally the bristle surface is smooth, but in certain cases, and more particularly at a slightly later stage, it has a shaggy, Christmas tree-like appearance due to minute fibrils arising from the surface ( figure 1  a, b) .These may attain a length of several microns; they hav been observed in fresh preparations and are apparently destroyed by alcohol fixation. As yet the bristle rudiment shows no trace of ridges. During the next 5 hr. the bristle grows both in diameter and in length, and at about 35 hr. has attained its maximum diameter (figure le). By now the ridges are clearly visible; their orderly molecular structure is revealed by birefringence: between crossed nicols they are maximally bright in the diagonal position. The amount of ' chitin ' present at this stage can only be small, and may be nil, since the whole thorax disintegrates in saturated aqueous potassium hydroxide at 160° C.
U sing a g y p su m p la te (red I) or a 1/16 th w.L. com pensator, it is ev id en t th a t th e slow v ib ratio n directio n is parallel to th e len g th of th e ridges, th a t is, th a t th e birefringence is positive w ith resp ect to th e len g th of th e ridge. T he birefringence is positive form birefringence, since it d isap p ears in m ed ia of refractiv e ind ex ap p ro ach in g th a t of chitin.
After 35 hr. the bristles grow rapidly in length, but not in diameter, and by 41 hr. they have attained about three-quarters of their adult length (figure 1 We have seen already that growth in length occurs mainly at the tip; the ridges grow in length concomitantly with the increase in bristle volume. The number of ridges does not increase as development proceeds. This latter is probably complete by about 45 hr. , Further facts concerning bristle shape and ridge number emerge from a study of adult bristles. These data were obtained in the following way: bristles were detached from adult flies and mounted in glycerin jelly; they were then fractured transversely by pressing with a fine needle at a given point, and the bristle frag ment was stood on end, so that it was possible to count the number of ridges and determine the shape of the bristle in cross-section. It was found that a normal bristle is not circular, but slightly flattened, in cross-section. In ten posterior scutellars the ridge number averaged ten ; at different levels along a given bristle the ridge number remains constant, but the height and width of the ridge decreases from base to tip of the bristle, as does the area of cross-section of the bristle (figure 2). All normal bristles are slightly curved towards the thoracic surface of the fly, the plane of curvature lying in the plane of flattening. At what stage thickening of the bristle wall, leading to reduction of the lumen to its final diameter, takes place has not been determined.
F ig u r e 2. D ia g ra m sh o w in g th e s tr u c tu r e o f a n o rm a l b ris tle (fo resh o rte n ed ).
N o te th e g ra d u a l d im in u tio n in size o f th e rid g es.
T h e o p t i c a l p r o p e r t i e s o f a d u l t b r i s t l e s
From the optical properties of adult bristles it is legitimate to conclude that the chitin chains of the wall are for the most part oriented parallel to the long axis of the bristle.
I f a n o rm al decolorized a d u lt b ristle is ex am in ed in w ater betw een crossed nicols, it exhibits m ax im u m b rig h tn ess in th e four diagonal positions (figure 4, p la te 16) an d com plete extinction w hen th e long axis, or th e ta n g e n t to th e curve of th e bristle, is parallel to th e plane of v ib ratio n of polarizer or analyser. Since th e b ristle extinguishes according to its length, th e m ain axes of th e index ellipse m u st be parallel a n d a t rig h t angles respectively to th e length. W ith a gypsum p la te in serted in th e co n v en tio n al p o sition (w ith th e long axis of its index ellipse parallel to th e diagonals of th e positiv e q u a d ra n ts) th e b ristle is seen in ad d itio n colours w hen its length falls in th e d iagonal positions of th e p o sitive q u a d ra n ts, an d in su b tractio n colours w hen in th e n eg ativ e q u a d ra n ts. I t is clear, th erefore, th a t th e long axis o f th e index ellipse is parallel to th e long axis of th e bristle. P o sitiv e birefringence can also be d em o n strated w ith a l/1 6 th w.l . m ica p la te or w ith a n y o th er com pensator. T h a t th is positive birefringence is form birefringence is show n b y its suppression in liquids o f refractiv e index ap p ro ach in g th a t of chitin. T he b eh av io u r of th e b ristle in th is resp ect is id en tical w ith th a t of a piece of crayfish apodem e, for exam ple. T h a t th e birefringence of th e b ristle is n o t only positive w ith respect to th e long axis, b u t positiv e in th e sense t h a t th e slow v ib ra tio n direction is parallel to th e optical axis, is pro b ab le b y analo g y w ith o th e r chitinous fibrillar stru ctu res. A tran sv erse section of a wello rien ted piece of crayfish apodem e, for exam ple, is isotropic w hen view ed along a n o rm al to th e p lane o f section, t h a t is to say, th e optical axis is p arallel to th e long axis o f th e apodem e. Since th is is also th e slow v ib ra tio n direction, th e birefringence is b o th positive an d u n iaxial.
W e h av e n o t m ad e tra n sv e rse sections o f m a tu re Drosophila bristles, b u t tran sv erse sections o f developing lep id o p teran bristles a n d scales are isotropic u n d er th e sam e conditions as c ra y fish apodem e. T he m echanical p ro p erties of th e decolorized b ristle (see below) lend su p p o rt to th e view th a t th e o rie n ta tio n o f th e chains in th e w all is sim ilar to th a t in th e crayfish apodem e.
X -ra y evidence of th e o rie n ta tio n of th e c h itin chains p arallel to th e long axis is n o t as y e t av ailab le for Drosophila b ristles. I t is available, how ever, for th e scales on th e w ing m argin in Ephestia Jciihniella a n d for th e fur-like tu fts of slender bristles on th e tegulae of Ourapteryx sambucaria (P icken 1939; u n p u b lish ed observations).
It is also evident that the material of which the ridges are composed is more highly oriented than the inter-ridge material.
As seen in th e diagonal positio n betw een crossed nicols, th e b ristle is n o t optically h o m o geneous, for th e ridges are m u ch b rig h te r, a n d hence m ore b irefringent th a n th e in ter-ridge m a te ria l (figure 4, p la te 16). I f th e birefringence of th e b ristle is g rad u ally com pensated, it is th e inter-rid g e spaces w hich first becom e b lack, w hile th e ridges are still co m p arativ ely b r ig h t: w ith fu rth e r com p en satio n th e ridges becom e m ax im ally d ark , w hile th e inter-rid g e spaces begin to b rig h ten . I n ord er to exam ine th is p o in t q u a n tita tiv e ly , m easu rem en ts of p a th differ ences were m ad e (w ith a l / 10th w.l . elliptical com pensator) on th e bases of five n orm al posterior scu tellar bristles. W hen th e base of th e b ristle w as com pensated as a w hole to g re y ness on a lig h ter field a^rnean v alu e for r of 28-7 w as o b tain ed (table 1). I n a fu rth e r series of five b ristles it w as found possible to com p en sate to blackness a single ridge or in te rridge space in th e c e n tra l region of th e b ristle b ase; a m ean p a th difference of 21-9 rap w as o b tain ed for th e ridges, w hile for th e in ter-rid g e spaces a corresponding value of 14-4 rap was ob tain ed . I t m u st be borne in m in d t h a t in th ese m easurem ents we are n o t estim atin g r for single, b u t for double walls, a n d t h a t a n y valu e for 'r id g e ' or 'in ter-ridge sp a c e ' m a y or m a y n o t include th e p a th difference of a ridge lying on th e lower surface a n d invisible from above. So far as th e y go, how ever, th e m easu rem en ts confirm w h a t is a p p a re n t a t first sight, th a t th e p a th difference for th e in ter-rid g e space is co n sisten tly less th a n for th e ridges. T he g reater p a th difference of th e ridges c a n n o t be due to th e ir g re a te r thickness, since th e heig h t of th e ridge above th e re st of th e w all as seen in tran sv erse sections (figure 2) is only a b o u t-1/5 th of th e to ta l th ickness of th e w all. Such a sm all difference in thickness could n o t account for th e observed differences betw een th e p a th len g th of th e ridge an d th a t of th e in ter-ridge space. 3 . T h e m e c h a n i c a l p r o p e r t i e s o f n o r m a l ' b r i s t l e s If a normal bristle, freed from sclerotin and mounted in water, is squashed, it splits longitudinally into fibrils, just as does a piece of stretched, frozen rubber, or a stretched frog's muscle frozen in liquid air, when struck with a hammer. This behaviour indidhtes the presence, parallel to the long axis, of primary valence chains, the atoms or groups of atoms of which are united by strong bonds in the direction of extension, but by weaker bonds in directions at right angles to this. The mechanical properties of decolorized bristles thus accord with their optical properties.
Untreated bristles are opaque and, under pressure, fragment irregularly rather than split longitudinally. This we should expect if sclerotization leads to the forma tion of a structure of primary valencies in three dimensions (Pryor 1940b).
4 . T h e d e v e l o p m e n t a n d o p t i c a l p r o p e r t i e s o f n o r m a l s o c k e t s It has been established that the tormogen lies to the side of the young bristle in Drosophila, and that the socket is not completed until some hours after the beginning of bristle secretion. In the case of Drosophila the tormogen grows round the base of the bristle, unlike that of Rhodnius (Wiggle appears to penetrate the tormogen cytoplasm. The adult socket is an elliptical ring, broadest on the side corresponding to the original position of the tormogen. It bears no ridges, but its bptical properties reveal an orderly molecular structure. * B etw een crossed nicols a n e m p ty socket show s a well-defined spherulite cross (figure 5, p la te 16). W ith a g y p su m p la te in se rte d b etw een polariser an d analyser, th e positive q u a d ra n ts of th e cross are seen in su b tra c tio n colours, th e n eg ativ e q u a d ra n ts in ad d itio n colours. T he sp h eru lite cross is th erefo re n eg ativ e, a fa c t w hich, in th e light of our know ledge of o th er chitinous fibrillar stru c tu re s, ind icates t h a t th e ch itin chains are o rien tated ta n g en tially to th e socket rad iu s.
As the socket grows round the bristle, it elongates in the direction in which the chitin chains are oriented, just as does the bristle. It is likely that the mechanism of elongation is the same for socket and bristle; conceivably it is related in both to the orderly growth of elongated aggregates or primary valence chains. It is not known whether the tormogen develops two growing arms, or whether a single arm embraces the bristle base and subsequently rejoins the cell.
IV . M U T A N T B R IS T L E S A. Bristles of flies homozygous for a single mutant gene
It will be convenient to regard these as members of two main groups: (I) Those in which the final volume of the bristle is approximately the same as that of wild type.
(II) Those in which the final volume of the bristle is very much less than that of wild type.
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Within each of these groups we distinguish: (i) Those in which, as in wild type, the structure produced by the trichogen may legitimately be called a bristle. In these growth may be described as harmonious, in the sense that once the rudiment has reached its maximum diameter the ratio rate of volume increase . J .. . . .
---------?-------;----------is constant or diminishes continuously.
rate ot area increase (ii) Those in which the structure produced by the trichogen is only called a 'bristle' by extension of the term. In these growth may be described as inhar monious, in the sense that the ratio rate of volume increase rate of area increase is subject to abrupt changes.
The reason for classifying mutants in this way will become clearer when the types themselves have been described. The significance of the observed harmony will be discussed later. The bristles of certain mutants, notably Stubble and stubbloid, are shorter and broader than normal bristles and, instead of tapering to a fine point, as in wild type, end abruptly (figure 6, plate 16). The ridges are normal and run from base to tip, parallel to the long axis of the bristle.
The first formed rudiment of a Stubble bristle is no larger than that of a normal bristle, but during the first few hours of growth, when the bristle is increasing in diameter as well as in length, the Stubble rudiment becomes decidedly fatter than that of wild type (figures If, 3). Although the diameter decreases slightly as elongation continues, it never diminishes to form a tapering point as in a normal bristle. The blunt tip so characteristic of Stubble (figure 6, plate 16) suggests that growth ceases suddenly, while the bristle is still comparatively thick.
Adult Stubble bristles
A comparison of the basal cross-sections of normal and Stubble bristles reveals that although the largest diameters of the respective bristles may not in all cases be dissimilar, the cross-sectional area of Stubble is invariably greater than that of wild type. This is associated with the fact that the Stubble bristle is usually cir cular in section, while the wild-type bristle is slightly flattened.
The shortness of adult Stubble bristles does not, therefore, necessarily mean that less bristle substance is secreted by Sb than by wild type trichogens; the decreased length of Stubble might be compensated by its increased cross-sectional area, and the total volume of bristle material produced be the same as in wild type. Since it has not as yet proved possible to measure the weight or volume of single bristles, this point has been approached indirectly.
Posterior scutellars from 10 Sb flies were detached, and their lengths measured. The bristles were then fractured at the base, stood up vertically in the manner previously described, and an outline camera lucida drawing of the bristle crosssection made: 10 normal posterior scutellars were also examined in this way. The drawings were then traced on to cellophane strips and projected through a Leitz photographic enlarger. Their images were now traced, and the area of the enlarged bristle cross-section determined with the aid of a planimeter. Since a normal 404
A. D. Lees and L. E. R. Picken wild stubble sinded-3 frk ed '5 type F ig u r e 3. Stages in th e develo p m en t of n o rm al a n d m u ta n t posterior dorsocentral bristles. Superim posed scaled diag ram s o f th e b ristle ru d im e n t a t 31, 35 a n d 41 h r. F o r convenience th e scale o f th e o rd in a te is tw o-fifths t h a t of th e abscissa. B y 35 h r. th e d iam eter o f th e m u ta n t ru d im e n ts is co nsiderably g re a te r th a n t h a t of w ild ty p e. T his m ay be correlated w ith th e slow er ra te of g ro w th in len g th of th e m u ta n t ru d im en ts subseq u en t to 35 h r.
bristle is approximately conical, its volume can be calculated from the formula F = \A \, where A is the area of the base and h the height of the cone. For 10 normal posteror scutellars an average value of 10-6 x 6-7 mm.3 was obtained (table 2) . A Stubble bristle, on the other hand, is not, strictly speaking, conical, rather is it intermediate between cone and cylinder. 10 bristles gave a value of 10~6 x 5-5 mm.3 for the average volume calculated as a cone; the actual volume must have been rather larger than this, but certainly not more than twice this figure. Although no great accuracy can be claimed for these figures it seems pro bable that the volumes of Stubble and wild type are not markedly dissimilar, and are certainly not so different as might be supposed from a consideration of their lengths alone.
From the fact that the basal circumference of a growing Stubble rudiment is greater than that of a normal bristle, one might expect to find bristles bearing more ridges than wild type. This expectation is fulfilled: in 10 posterior scutellars the mean ridge number was found to be 14-6 (minimum 11; maximum 18) com pared with a mean of 10-3 (minimum 9; maximum 12) in wild type.
T a b l e 2. M e a n l e n g t h s , b a s a l c r o s s -s e c t i o n a l a r e a s a n d (c a l c u l a t e d )
VOLUMES OF TEN ADULT POSTERIOR SCUTELLAR BRISTLES FROM TEN W ILD TY PE a n d t e n S t u b b l e f l i e s 431 ± 11 47 ± 3 -6 6700 ± 600 224 ±7-1 73 ± 3-9 5500 ± 260
Although the ridges are more numerous in Stubble than in wild type, the ridge pattern is normal in the sense that the ridges run from base to tip, parallel to the long axis. The question arises whether in spite of its shorter length Stubble has to secrete a greater amount of ridge substance for a given volume increment than wild type because of its greater number of ridges. Let us suppose (what appears to be true) that the thickness and spacing of the ridges is the same in the two types. Let the radius of the normal bristle be r and that of the Stubble bristle 2r; then if the normal bristle increases in length by L (volume increment for a cylindrical rudiment = nr2L), the Sb bristle will only increase in length by 4 for the same volume increment. Now the circumferences of the two bristles will be and 477T, so the equivalent surface area increments will be and nrL respectively. If the ridges are spaced at the same distance in both, the total increase in ridge length for an equal increase in volume will therefore be twice as great in wild type as in Stubble. Clearly then there is no need to assume in Stubble a greater secretion of ridge material per unit increase in volume than in wild type. From the fact that the length of Stubble is from | to § that of wild type while their ridge numbers are roughly as 3:2 respectively, it would appear that the total area of surface formed is about the same in both types.
Why the Stubble rudiment should be fatter than that of wild type we do not know. It is suggestive, however, that pricking the thorax of normal pupae, im mediately prior to the beginning of bristle secretion, leads to the formation of Stubble-like bristles in the neighbourhood of the wound. While the consequences of such a wound are doubtless complex, it is conceivable that a change in the stresses in the epidermal cells might led to a larger initial rudiment. In this con nexion it is interesting to note that Stubble-like bristles occur in wild type on the anterior wing margin, where a large number of bristles arise from a limited area of epidermis and where, as is clear in sections of the developing wing, the trichogens are packed closely together. In Stubble itself, we find that trichogen and tormogen are slightly displaced relative to one another as compared with the normal (Lees & Waddington 1942).
(ii) Bristles showing inharmonious growth 1. The development of forked and singed bristles
Branched bristles are characteristic of forked (figures 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, plate 16) and are sometimes found in singed (figures 11, 13, plate 16). The sequence of events leading to the production of this type of bristle may be illustrated by a description of the development of a large forked macrochaeta, such as a posterior dorsocentral.
Bristle secretion in forked, as in wild type, begins about 30 hr. after puparium formation, and the first formed rudiment cannot readily be distinguished either in size or shape from that of a normal bristle (figures Id, 3). By 35 hr., however, the girth of the bristle is very much greater than normal (figure 1 and in this respect it resembles Stubble. From 35 hr. onwards the forked bristle grows in length but, as is shown by comparing bristles from pupae of different ages, at a very low absolute rate. At about 40 hr., the bristle rudiment may begin to show a decided swelling at the tip and shortly afterwards, lateral branches arising from the swollen region ( figure 1 k ,l).Bristle growth is completed by th these. That a given inflated bristle tip does in fact rapidly throw out side branches cannot of course be decided until the development of individual bristles has been followed. The rarity of stages intermediate between swollen, but unbranched, bristles and what appear to be fully grown bristles, suggests, however, that the side branches are thrown out rapidly; such a view is also in harmony with the appearance of the adult bristles. 2
Adult forked and singed bristles
The ridge pattern in forked is usually longitudinal in the more normal basal portion of the bristle, and in decolorized bristles the ridges are seen to have the same optical properties as in normal bristles. At the site of the inflation, individual ridges can be followed from the original shaft of the bristle into the branch or branches, where they may cease to run either straight or parallel to each other (figure 11, plate 16). The violence of the inflation is evident in adult forked bristles; not infrequently the tip of the bristle is transformed into a thin-walled bubble, over the surface of which run the ridges, now separated by considerable areas of amor phous membrane (figure 7, plate 16). The rounded contours of such inflated regions are evidence that the surface behaves as a liquid at the moment of dilatation. In some cases a second inflation may occur (figure 12, plate 16). Once the ridges have been displaced from their original parallel order there appears to be no tendency for them to recombine to complete the growth of the bristle in an orderly way. We find in many cases that only a few ridges continue to grow, and this only in one or a few narrow side branches, the direction of which is unrelated to the primary bristle axis (figure 11, plate 16). In the lateral branches, as elsewhere, we see that an elongated, bristle-like process is only formed when the wall has an oriented structure; an irregularly shaped process will be found to be amorphous. The major axis of the index ellipse, in branches as in shaft, coincides with the direction of the ridge pattern and with the morphological axis: shape is intimately * related to orientation.
The bristle tip is not always dilated where it branches; sometimes one observes the formation of a single subterminal sidearm (figures 9,11, plate 16) or an apparent bending of the bristle. If we follow the course of the ridges in bristles of the latter type it is clear that 'bending', is only apparent, and that the tip must have yielded locally. In 'bent' bristles, this yielding presumably took place very close to the tip. In the more common type of bristle with a subterminal sidearm, the region of yielding was also, presumably, subterminal. Sometimes the tip may yield at several points simultaneously so that the adult bristle is multiply branched.
Inflated bristles are fairly frequent in singed, but are less spectacular than those of forked. In a series of 20 forked-5 flies it was found that 32 out of 40 of the posterior scutellars were inflated, while in a similar series of singed flies undoubted inflation was noted in only 11 out of 40 of the dorsocentrals and 19 out of 40 of the scutellars.
A conspicuous feature of adult forked and singed bristles ^s that they are both flattened and bent. This is most extreme in singed. Such flattening is again an example of inharmonious growth: in a flattening bristle the surface/volume ratio is increasing.
Bending is most marked in singed bristles. It may occur in one plane only, or the bristle may be twisted into a three-dimensional curve. In flattened bristles, differences in rates of elongation on the two edges of the bristle seem to be common, as shown by the frequency of bending in the plane of flattening. It can sometimes be seen that the bristle wall is thinner on the inside of the curve than on the outside; occasionally too the ridges are more widely separated from each other on the outside of the curve than on the inside, suggesting that local dilatation has led to bending.
Bristles with abnormal ridge patterns
There are certain mutants in which the normal ridge pattern is lost; these include singed, Bristle and, occasionally, forked. The most notable departure from the normal is found in singed.
(a) Singed. In singed, as in forked and Stubble, the diameter of the young rudiment is abnormally large (figures 1 h ,3 ). The abso (as judged by the 41 hr. measurements) is somewhat less than in Stubble, but rather greater than in forked. Before development is complete it can often be seen that the ridges do not run parallel to the long axis from base to tip, but run round the bristle in a steep spiral. This point can be investigated with greater ease in adult singed bristles, where spiral configurations are common ( figure 13, plate 16 ). The spiral pattern is rarely if ever maintained over the whole length of the bristle, but is confined to certain regions, separated by others in which the ridges run either irregularly or more or less longitudinally. Closer examination shows that the ridges are rather wider and more conspicuous than in wild type. Their spacing is also less regular, and if the course of a single ridge is followed, it may in some cases be seen to depart from, or approach, or indeed to fuse with, one of its neighbours. Distal to the point of fusion new ridges may be intercalated. Sometimes the ridges are so anastomosed as to give the surface a reticulated appearance. Since the in dividual ridges are wider, and since, owing to their spiral course, there is a greater length of ridge to a given length of bristle surface than in a bristle of the same diameter with parallel ridges, we are probably justified in assuming that for a given volume increment a singed bristle is secreting rather more ridge material than is secreted in forked or Stubble.
The shapes of singed bristles are very distinctive: they are invariably curved, usually in more than one plane. If we except those singed bristles which have obviously been inflated, it is noteworthy that the bending is rarely of the rightangled type so common in forked, but is usually a more gentle and sinuous flexure. Although there is a great diversity in the shapes of singed bristles, the most characteristic type approximates to rather less than one complete turn of a steep helix. It is possible that the minor spiral of the ridge pattern is intimately con nected with bending and with the spiral form of the bristle. Any inequality of rates of growth of the ridges on opposite sides of a bristle with spiral ridges will cause that bristle as a whole to grow in a spiral manner. A relationship such as this is in fact suggested by the correspondence in sign of the major and minor spirals.
(6) Bristle. The development of Bristle has not been followed, but inspection of the adult bristles leaves little doubt that they share certain developmental features with singed and forked. Adult bristles are for the most part shorter than wild type and approximately circular in cross-section. They often resemble a dicotyledonous shoot from which the leaves have fallen and in which the arrange ment of the 'leaf scars' is alternate with a divergence of about 180° (figure 14, plate 16). In extreme cases the bristles may have a beaded appearance. This last is of course equivalent to saying that the radius of the cylindrical bristle varies periodically along the length of the bristle. The ridge pattern is often completely irregular, giving the surface of the bristle a wrinkled appearance. In bristles with a more orderly arrangement of the ridges, it can usually be seen that these are spirally wound in some parts. These spirals, which often correspond to the positions of the constricted nodes on the bristle, are frequently of very low pitch, so that the ridges are almost transversely orientated (figures 14a, plate 16). The roughness at the nodes as seen under the low power seems to be due to 'kinking' of the transverse ridges.
The optical properties of Bristle bristles show that oriented material of path difference equal to that of the inter-ridge material of wild type is deposited in the wall, parallel to the long axis and beneath the ridge-bearing surface. The relatively superficial ridges may run parallel to this material (as in wild type) or inclined at all angles to the long axis. We have noted in passing that the rate of growth of the rudiment in certain mutant bristle types differs from that of wild type rudiments. Now that the adult bristles have been described, such observations on rates of growth as have been made may conveniently be compared.
In order to obtain an estimate of the rate of growth in length of normal and mutant bristles, pupae incubated at 25° C were fixed at 31, 35 and 41 hr. after puparium formation. The dorsal epidermis of the thorax was freed from fat body in the manner already described, and camera lucida drawings of anterior and posterior dorsocentral bristles were made. Measurements of these, together with those of adult dorsocentrals of wild type and Stubble, are included in table 3. Each value is the mean of the lengths of 10 bristles, one from each of 10 pupae. The sexes were not separated. Owing to the great irregularity in shape of adult bristles of singed and forked, their adult lengths were not measured. In table 4 the lengths of developing bristles are expressed as percentages of the adult length.
It is apparent that in the normal fly the relative rates of growth of bristles of different prospective adult lengths are approximately the same, though the absolute rates differ. The adult anterior dorsocentral, for instance, is normally only two-thirds the length of a posterior dorsocentral. Although these bristles begin their development simultaneously, by 41 hr. the length of the anterior dorsocentral in absolute units is significantly less than that of the posterior bristle, that is to say, the prospectively longer bristle grows at a greater absolute rate. On the other hand both bristles have at this time attained approximately 75 % of their pro spective adult lengths. A further point to be noted concerns changes in the absolute growth rate. During the first 5 hr. of development-that is, until 35 hr.-normal bristles of all sizes grow about 13 % of their expected adult lengths, while in the next 6 hr.-that is, up to 41 hr.-a further 60 % of the total growth in length takes place. This change in the absolute rate of growth in length is correlated with the fact that growth in diameter as well as in length occurs during the first phase, while at the end of this period the adult basal width has been reached, and the bristle grows henceforth in length only (table 3) .
It seems that the secretion of Stubble bristles begins somewhat earlier than in wild type, for by 31 hr. Sb bristles have grown 15 % of their adult length as com pared with 5 % in normal bristles (figures lc, 3). Although adult Stubble bristles may be only about one-half as long as wild type bristles, they grow at the same ristles of Drosophila melanogaster relative rate, so that at 41 hr. they also have completed about 75 % of their development. When, however, the absolute rates of growth of Sb and wild type are compared, it is seen that after 35 hr. Stubble grows at a slower rate and by 41 hr. has attained only 37 % of the length of normal bristles of the same age.
T a b l e 3 . M e a n b r i s t l e l e n g t h s (I) In forked and singed bristles, secretion begins at approximately the same time as in wild type. The absolute rate of growth in length of these mutants is rather less than in wild type and Stubble between 31 and 35 hr. After 35 hr. it is less than in Stubble and much less than in wild type. At 41 hr. the anterior dorsocentrals of forked and singed have attained 30 % only of the length of a normal bristle of the same age, while the relative length of the larger posterior dorsocentrals is even less. This retardation of growth in length is particularly marked in forked (figure 3).
II. S m a l l , s p i n o u s b r i s t l e s (i) Bristles showing harmonious growth
The mutants Hairless and spineless bear minute but otherwise perfect bristles only differing from those of wild type in their size. In spineless the arrangement of the formative cells is normal; in Hairless, however, both tormogen and trichogen are superficial. In the latter mutant double sockets may be formed, the ' trichogens ' sometimes carrying a single minute spine.
(ii) Bristles showing inharmonious growth In the mutants shaven-naked and Prickly certain bristle types quite distinct from those so far described are found in addition to normal bristles. The bristles on a given specimen of either of these mutants are usually variable: one of a homo logous pair of bristles may appear normal while the other is reduced to a small misshapen rudiment (figure 16, plate 16). Apart from their small size, such reduced bristles are characterized by the fact that they rarely bear any ridges and, unlike the spines of Hairless, tend to break up into several smaller spines (figures 17, 18, plate 16). In s v( especially if reared at a low temperature) another type is commo in which the bristle is split longitudinally, almost down to its base; the two arms so formed lie close against the thoracic surface. When viewed from the side such a bristle is T-shaped. The stem of the T is usually short in comparison with the length of the arms, which may be equal, but are often unequal, in length.
As already described elsewhere (Lees & Waddington 1942), in developing shaven bristles the trichogen commonly lies beside the tormogen instead of below it. Both cells then are at the surface, as in Hairless, and it is not surprising that a double socket may be secreted in such cases. Perfect double sockets are uncommon, however, and the element secreted by the trichogen is usually recognizable as such (figure 18, plate 16). Adult bristles of this type obviously contain a much smaller volume of material than corresponding wild type bristles; in general, a trichogen near the surface never becomes as large as one deeply embedded in the epidermis. Position, therefore may be an important factor in deciding the absolute size of such bristles. (In spineless, however, where the arrangement of the formative cells is normal, small size cannot be due to position.)
In shaven-naked and Prickly the absence of ridges seems to be correlated with abnormality in shape; this applies to much reduced bristles, such as the posterior scutellars, to all T-shaped bristles, and to bristles that have developed spinous processes. The normal bristles on the same flies have intact ridge systems.
T he birefringence of th ese ru d im e n ta ry bristles is considerably dim inished as com pared . w ith wT ild ty p e , as show n b y th e values of JT for th e bases of 5 reduced p o sterior scutellars in sh av en : r = 4-3, 3-7, 4-3, 7-6 a n d 3-8 m f t( m ean = 4-7 m c 28-7 rn.fi for n o rm al bristles (p. 401). Since th e thickness of th e b ristle wall w as n o t m easured, we can only say t h a t th e am o u n t of o riented m a te ria l p er u n it of surface is reduced to a b o u t one-sixth of th a t p resen t in w ild ty p e, or th a t th e specific birefringence is less.
In some shaven-naked bristles the relatively normal base may be distinctly birefringent, while the shapeless distal end of the bristle is isotropic (figure 16, plate 16). It is clear that the amount of birefringence is in direct relation to the shape of the bristle produced: the less the birefringence, the less bristle-like the object secreted by the trichogen.
B.
The bristles in certain gene combinations Some of these bristle types have already been described (Lees & Waddington 1942), but in the light of the present results some further points may be added.
The most conspicuous feature of forked-Stubble and singed-Stubble bristles is the reduction in length and increase in girth as compared with those of the three mutants (figures 19-20, plate 16). This is scarcely surprising, since it is known that the initial diameter of the bristle rudiment is larger than in wild type in all these m utants; in combination, if the rate of increase in bulk and the total bulk produced remain con stant, a further increase in basal diameter may lead automatically to a diminished rate of growth in length and a shorter final length. The characteristic effects of forked and singed genes can be detected in these combinations, although they are not so evident as when either is acting alone. In forked-Stubble, for instance, inflated bristles may occur, but the region of inflation is less sharply demarcated, and the branch or branches less well-defined, than in forked alone. ,Singed-Stubble bristles are to some extent twisted, but very much less so than those of singed.
In the combination forked-singed (figures 21, 22, plate 16), the bristles are very variable in shape, often broad and always much branched. Since dilatation occurs both in forked and singed, it is not surprising that most of these bristles show signs of dilatation. In some it would appear that the rate of inflation has been suffi ciently rapid to expand the wall down to the base of the bristle, so as to form a thinwalled sack with disrupted, but on the whole meridional, ridges running over its surface ( figure 22, plate 16 ). Even the sockets in this combination were misshapen.
In the combination singed-Bristle the bristles may exhibit some of the character istics of both mutants; but in the combination forked-Bristle (figure 23, plate 16), very short, flask-shaped bristles, different from either mutant, occur. These show the variability in diameter of Bristle in an extreme form: the breadth of the belly of the flask may be some four times the diameter of its base, and at the point of greatest diameter the ridges may run almost transversely.
V. D IS C U S S IO N
The stages in observation and interpretation by which a tentative analysis of bristle development was made were as follows.
It was observed, first, that the orientation of the ridges, and hence of the chitin chains, follows the shape of the bristle; however much the bristle is contorted the course of the ridges is related to the morphological axis; whenever the bristle branches the ridges follow the branches.
Secondly, it was found that a 'bristle' is only developed when orientation, revealed by birefringence and by the presence of ridges, is marked. A well-developed bristle implies good orientation of the chitin chains and the formation of a rela tively large amount of oriented material.
Thirdly, the dilatation of forked bristles drew attention to two possible factors in bristle development: the pressure exerted by the contents on the wall and the plasticity of the wall. At first we thought of such bristles as 'exploded'; but it became obvious that the increase in volume which led to inflation could only be an acceleration of a more or less steady volume increase. The trichogen produces cytoplasm throughout bristle development, so that the whole bristle is in a sense an exploded epidermal cell; we began to think of the bristle as an object blown in plastic material. Moreover it seemed possible to draw conclusions as to the properties of the plastic wall-substance from the shape of the bristle and its behaviour in development. The fact that the bristle wall retains its shape requires: (1) the absence of elastic recovery and (2) the presence of a yield value. If the bristle wall had zero yield value, the bristle would spread over the epidermis like a liquid drop of negligible surface tension. That the yield value is low in forked is sug gested by the fact that flattening always occurs in the plane of the epidermis-we can often see that immature flattened bristles are closely applied to the epidermal surface. (That they may later, after hardening, and after changes in curvature of the thoracic surface, come to stand aw ay from the surface, with the plane of flattening no longer parallel to the plane of the surface, does not invalidate what has been said.) These plastic properties of the surface are just as much an expression of its long-chain, high-polymeric structure, that is, of its molecular structure, as is its birefringence.
Fourthly, it was realized that even though the total volume of cytoplasm pro duced by the trichogen and the rate of volume increase remained unchanged in the different mutants, the diameter of the initial rudiment might influence the rate of growth in length and the final length attained (as in Stubble).
Fifthly, it was seen that only a nice balance between the rate of cytoplasmic synthesis and wall synthesis could account for the production of a bristle. What ever be the cause of molecular orientation in the bristle wall, the shape of the bristle appears to be due to the fact that, once oriented, the chitin chains grow in length at a rate sufficient to accommodate the volume increase by growth of the cylinder in length alone. What is more, they grow only just sufficiently fast. If they grew less rapidly the cylinder would inflate, if they grew more rapidly they would cease to run parallel to the long axis.
We were led to the following interpretation of bristle growth.
A TENTATIVE ANALYSIS OF NORMAL BRISTLE DEVELOPM ENT
In the course of bristle development the volume of the trichogen increases about a thousand times: as compared with other epidermal cells, which increase in volume about five times, the trichogen hypertrophies. It seems reasonable to suppose that it is the synthesis of cytoplasm on the part of the trichogen which is ultimately responsible for the emergence of the bristle rudiment, and that the increase in size of the rudiment is due to a tendency for a positive hydrostatic pressure to be set up in the trichogen contents, as a result of continued synthesis of cytoplasm in a system bounded by a membrane. Since the cytoplasm is presumably an incom pressible liquid it is legitimate to conclude that the surface must yield as the volume of the contents increases. As we have seen, the powers of elastic recovery of the wall after extension appear to be decidedly limited (cf. flattening), and it seems probable that the newly formed surface is essentially plastic-that is to say, it exhibits viscous flow when the deforming force exceeds a certain threshold value. If the wall substance is at all elastic, Young's Modulus must be small, as is the case with all elastic high-polymers in the rubber-like state. The properties of the newly formed surface, inferred from the behaviour of the growing bristle, are those of a long-chain high-polymer in the rubber-like state, almost devoid of crosslinkages between the chains, so that its plasticity is more striking than its rever sible extensibility. It is certain, however, that the wall substance hardens as it ages: during the initial burst the whole bristle rudiment is increasing in diameter as well as in length; but at a slightly later stage, the rudiment ceases to grow in diameter and grows in length only. Now a cylinder under pressure bursts by splitting its walls longi tudinally rather than by blowing off its ends (see, in this connexion Castle 1937), so that the fact that the bristle grows by elongation at the tip suggests that, near the base, the wall has already become more rigid and less extensible than when that region was the growing apex. We know from the work of Pryor (19406) that the tanning process leading to the coloration of the cuticle is accompanied by a great increase in rigidity: plasticity is abolished by the formation of a structure of primary valences in three dimensions. But the fully grown bristles of Drosophila do not become coloured until 70 hr. after puparium formation (25 hr. after bristle growth ceases), so that one cannot attribute to the process of tanning the decline in plasticity which certainly occurs progressively from the moment the wall is formed. Consolidation of the wall by further deposition of chitin, so that the oldest region is also the thickest might, however, be sufficient to account for the observed behaviour.
The growth of a cylindrical bristle, simple though the result may be from a morphological point of view, implies a balance between syntheses which may occur at different loci in the trichogen; it implies that the ratio of rate of increase in volume to rate of increase in surface area is constant.
When the rudiment first emerges as a more or less spherical protuberance, let us say Q ju, in diameter, the volume will increase by l-5/i3 for every 1 increase in surface area. If we suppose the bristle to grow as a cylinder of the same diameter to a length of, say 3 5 0 //, the rate of volume increase will still be 1 -5 /a3 for every 1 ju?increase in surface. Had the rudiment continued to grow as a sphere, however, it would by this time have a diameter of 27 and the rate of volume increase needed to maintain the spherical shape would be l/iz for every 1/z2 increase in surface.
In general: for a sphere of radius r and volume 4/377T3, the increase in volume us dx (that is, dV) is equal to 4 The area being 477T2, the corresponding increase in area, dA, is equal to 8 Therefore, d V IdA = \r. For a cylinder of radius r, the volume increase for an increase in al to nr2. d x ; and the corresponding increase in area, dA, is equal to 2m.dx. Therefore, dV/dA -\r. That is, for both sphere and cylinder of radius r, n , " _ Kate of volume increase
Rate of area increase Now the growth of the bristle surface implies the continued synthesis of chitin. It is conceivable that the surface grows by the successive addition of acetyl glucosamine residues to chains already present at the surface, that is, by a surface synthesis. (It is also conceivable, but much less probable, that it might grow by the incorporation in an orderly fashion of lengths of chain synthesized elsewhere). The staining of the cytoplasm of the trichogen (though not of the rudiment) with basic dyes such as haematoxylin shows that acid substances, perhaps nucleotides (see Caspersson 1941) , are present throughout the body of the cell; that is, there is some evidence that synthesis may be occurring elsewhere than in the nucleus. Whatever may be the sites of synthesis, the approximately cylindrical shape of the rudiment implies that the rate of growth of the chitin chains oriented at the surface is correlated with that of the cytoplasm. This correlation might be of a purely mechanical kind, the continued yielding of the tip leading to the formation of a new surface just sufficient to accommodate the volume increase. But the occurrence of spiral ridge patterns suggests that surface elements tend to grow at their own pace and pack themselves as best they may into a surface limited by the voluiiie increment. While the rate of growth in length of the chains at the bristle tip would appear to be of decisive importance in determining whether the bristle grows as a cylinder or not, it is clear that chitin must also be laid down elsewhere and in rather a different way. For instance: the dilatation of the tip by cyto plasmic secretion will tend to split the fabric of oriented chains and so favour the intussusception of new chains in the spaces formed. And new chains will also tend to be built up and laid down parallel to the existing surface in the proximal region of the bristle. This will lead to thickening of the membrane such that the oldest part of the bristle will also have the thickest wall, as in fact we observe to be the case in the mature bristle. Thickening will tend to produce a gradient in mechanical properties along the bristle, so that the tip will be the weakest part of the structure. We have reason to believe that it is here that the wall constantly yields and the free ends of the chitin chains are constantly added to.
As yet it is impossible to say what determines the initial orientation of anisometric elements at the surface of the developing rudiment. Conceivably the initial yielding of a limited region of the trichogen surface might lead to the orientation of chains in the surface at right angles to the line along which yielding occurs ; or it may be that the necessity for accommodating as many chains as possible at the surface of a mass of limited volume requires their close packing, parallel to each other. Once such an orientation has been established, however, our knowledge of other chain polymers suggests that it is likely to be self-per petuating. Such an anisotropic surface once formed will extend in the direction of orientation of the chains if these continue to grow in length. The actual shape of the rudiment may then be determined, in a sense, by the initial orientation of the membrane substance, since this decides the direction in which the surface will extend if the chains grow and the volume increases proportionately. It is evident that What is primary in this scheme is the volume increase; the bristle is a secondary phenomenon determined by the properties of the membrane substance and the time relations of the various processes participating in its construction, namely, cytoplasmic increase and chitin synthesis.
It is to be noted that such terms as: plastic, elastic, yield value, etc., have meaning only irl relation to certain speeds of deformation. If the wall behaves at times as if it were more elastic, this need not necessarily mean a change in chemical composition and structure, it may only mean a change in the rate of deformation of the wall substance. A piece of unvulcanized rubber will show elastic recovery after a rapid stretch, but yet show permanent plastic deformation if the rate of stretching is low. Though we are still very far from being able to define the pro perties of the bristle surface in quantitative terms, we can nevertheless see from the course of development that these properties change both in time, between the begiuning and end of development, and in space, from the base to the tip of the bristle.
It may be asked why, if the bristle is a cylinder under pressure, the chitin chains are not oriented circumferentially, since the circumferential tension in a hollow cylinder of infinite length under pressure will be greater than the longitudinal tension. The reason is presumably that over the greater part of the cylindrical bristle surface the chains are not free to move and that orientation occurs at the tip only, where the substance is plastic. Here, because of the end-effect, the direction of the maximum tension will be longitudinal, that is, across the boundary between the more plastic surface of the rounded tip and the less plastic surface of the cylinder.
The longitudinal ridges appear at about 35 hr., when the bristle has nearly attained its maximum basal diameter. The first formed ridges, whether of normal or mutant bristles, are always longitudinal, as would be expected were their formation regulated by stresses set up in a thin-walled, closed cylinder of an oriented fibrous high-polymer expanding in diameter. It is conceivable that they arise by the formation of cracks in the micellar network of the rapidly expanding cylindrical rudiment; their regular spacing need not astonish us. After the initia tion of the ridge system the bristle appears to grow in length by the addition of oriented material to the ends of the ridges and by the deposition of less highly oriented material between the ridges. There is some evidence that once the ridges have arisen they grow as independent units.
If we were in a position to control the time relations of the various factors posited here-the sharpness of the initial rise in cytoplasmic synthesis, the rates of synthesis of wall material and of cytoplasmic contents, the total volume of cytoplasm formed by the trichogen-it is evident that we could produce a number of different types of bristles. Let us now examine in the light of our hypothesis the bristle mutants already studied.
An a n a l y s i s o f m u t a n t b r i s t l e d e v e l o p m e n t (I) Wild type Thus far we have considered the developing bristle as a cylinder increasing in length. That picture is only an approximation to the truth, however, since adult bristles always show a gradual diminution in diameter towards the tip. This . ,. , ,. rate of volume increase . , , , . 2 . indicates that the ratio -----------------------------is not constant, but decreases rate o± area increase steadily during the later stages of growth; that is, the rate of volume increase falls off before the rate of area increase. The absolute rates of volume and area increase reach a maximum at 35 hr. and from that time onwards their ratio diminishes steadily until growth ceases at 45 hr. The increase of the rudiment in diameter as well as in length between 31 and 35 hr. indicates that the ratio is increasing over this period, that is, the rate of cytoplasmic synthesis is increasing relative to the rate of area increase. Not until 35 hr. does the ratio become approximately constant.
In passing it may be noted that the fact that the trichogen is deeply embedded in the epidermis means that any increase in volume takes place most readily by elongation towards the exterior. The tormogen, on the other hand, lies at the surface, and increase in volume may occur with elongation in the plane of the surface.
(II) Mutants (i) Mutants in which the final volume of the bristle appears to approximate to that of wild type (a) From figure 3 it is clear that by 35 hr. the volume of the rudiment is greater in Stubble, forked and singed than in wild type. In Stubble the rudiment is already greater in volume at 31 hr., and it may be that while the rate of cytoplasmic synthesis rises to a higher level in all three mutants than in wild type, it does so more steeply in Stubble than in singed and forked. Of this we .cannot be certain, however, since secretion begins somewhat earlier in Stubble (p. 409). By 35 hr. the Stubble rudiment is as long as that of wild type but considerably greater in diameter (table 3) . As compared with wild type the trichogen has produced a volume of cytoplasm almost twice as great, bounded by a surface about onequarter greater. (Volumes and areas are calculated for a cylinder of the same length and diameter as the rudiment.) Since the diameter of the Stubble rudiment is s of Drosophila melanogaster 417 greater than that of wild type the value of the ratio rate of volume increase for the rate of area increase cylindrical rudiment must be greater in Stubble. After 35 hr. the value diminishes gradually and slightly, and growth ceases abruptly when the total volume of the bristle is approximately equal to that of wild type. The facts indicate that cyto plasm is synthesized at such a rate that it could not be enclosed in an oriented cylindrical surface of the same diameter as that of wild type unless the rate of surface increase were augmented. But this does not occur. The rudiment dilates, and the surface increases in girth as well as in length until it reaches a diameter such that further volume increase can be met by extension of the surface in length alone.
Since the development of Stubble probably begins slightly before that of wild type, it is not possible to decide how the rates of volume and area increase at the beginning of bristle secretion compare with those of wild type. Between 31 and 35 hr., however, the increase in surface area in Stubble approximates to that in wild type, while the increase in volume in Stubble is half as big again as in wild type. It would seem, therefore, that the greater value for r in equation (1) in the case of Stubble at 35 hr. is due to the greater rate of cytoplasmic secretion.
(6) In singed, the rudiment has approximately the same size as that of wild type up to 31 hr. Between 31 and 35 hr., however, it increases considerably in girth as well as in length, so that by 35 hr., though its length is not significantly less than that of wild type, its volume is half as big again (table 3) . The increase in volume between 31 and 35 hr. is also half as big again as the corresponding increases in wild type, but the increase in surface area is not significantly greater. It is clear, therefore, that a rise in the rate of cytoplasmic synthesis between 31 and 35 hr. to a higher level in singed than in wild type is sufficient to account for the difference in shape between the two rudiments at 35 hr. The subsequent developr • J x , 1 , u 1 . , T ,1 .. rate of volume increase ment of singed suggests that the high value for the ra tio ----:^-------;-----------0 0 0 ° rate of area increase falls off more rapidly than in Stubble, but none the less gradually. The twisting of singed bristles and the spiral course of their ridges may be a manifestation of the tendency for the rate of surface increase to outstrip the rate of volume increase. In general the lengths of closely packed linear elements confined to the surface of a tube will be minimal when these run parallel to the length of the tube; such is the condition of the ridges in the normal bristle (see in this connexion Thompson 1942) . If, however, the length of the linear elements is increased, without changing the diameter and length of the tube, they will have to assume a spiral configuration. Supposing now, that the ridges grow in length at a constant rate, their length will be relatively increased if the volume increment per unit time is reduced, and they may then be expected to grow in a spiral. The shallower the pitch of the spiral, the greater the length of the linear elements which can be accommodated in the surface.
In a small proportion of singed bristles a rapid rise in cytoplasmic synthesis towards the end of growth leads to dilatation and branching as in forked.
(c) The 31 hr. rudiment of forked bristles is rather smaller than that of wild type, but between 31 and 35 hr. it reaches a volume about the same as that of Stubble at the same age. As in singed, therefore, the rate of cytoplasmic synthesis rises rapidly between 31 and 35 hr. The increase in volume between 31 and 35 hr. is twice as great in forked as in wild type, while the increase in area during the same period is about 10 % greater in forked. The frequency of flattening in forked macrochaetes suggests that in many bristles this high rate of cytoplasmic synthesis rate of volume increase' is not maintained. A sudden reduction in the ratio rate of area increase could lead to flattening, since the ratio VQ^um-is diminished when a cylinder is flattened. area If the wall is plastic but not elastic, the cross-sectional perimeter will persist unchanged though the rate of volume increase diminishes, and if the surface elements continue to grow at the same rate the bristle will flatten.
If the absolute rate of increase in area in Stubble, singed and forked, is the same as in wild type, the mutant rudiment of large cross-sectional perimeter will grow more slowly in length, as compared with wild type, once it has reached its maximum diameter. After 35 hr., for example, if the rate of volume increase remained con stant, Stubble should grow in length at about half the rate of wild type. Figure 3 shows that between 31 and 35 hr. the growth of Stubble in length is rather less than half the growth in length of wild type in the same period.
In the majority of forked bristles a rapid rise in cytoplasmic synthesis, out pacing ordered surface growth, appears to take place shortly before growth ceases: the bristle dilates and may branch. Those cases in which subterminal branching occurs (figures 9-10, plate 16) suggest that growth had actually ceased some little time before the sudden rise in hydrostatic pressure. The fact that the bristle wall now yields by splitting its side instead of blowing off its end, as it does normally, implies that the end is no longer the weakest and most plastic region; that is, cessation of growth may have allowed consolidation of the tip to occur before the sharp rise in hydrostatic pressure.
It is possible that the wall substance is more plastic in forked than in Stubble and wild type. Certain it is that flattening in the region of dilatation is common. Sometimes the bristle will be approximately circular in cross-section up to the region of dilatation, but show very marked flattening in the dilated portion. It is striking to observe that such flattened dilated bristles accomplish their branching and dilatation in one plane only. They grow closely applied to the thoracic epi dermis and appear to spread out in a thin, double-walled sheet at the time of rapid yielding (inflation). Once a cylinder has flattened, it is apparent that yielding will tend to occur most readily at the sides, where the curvature, and hence the tension, is greatest. In the case of the bristle this means that branching is likely to occur in the plane of flattening, as in fact it does.
(d) The presence of swellings and constrictions in Bristle suggests that the rate of cytoplasmic secretion varies periodically and gradually during development.
In less extreme forms of the mutant one finds otherwise normal bristles displaying tiny bladder-like vesicles near their tips ( figure 15, plate 16) . The fact that the bristle remains approximately circular in cross-section, even where dilated, suggests that the wall substance may be rather more elastic in Bristle than in forked. Bristle macrochaetae rarely show marked terminal inflation associated with branching, and we may suppose that a rapid rise in the rate of cytoplasmic secretion shortly before growth ceases does not occur. If we postulate that the ridges continue to grow at the same rate throughout, their transverse orientation at the nodes, corresponding perhaps to periods of low rate of volume increment, may be explained in the same way as the spiral course of the ridges in singed. The 4 kinking ' of the ridges when running transversely is compatible with their structure: a ridge running longi tudinally is subject to little or no bending force, while one running round a cylinder of small diameter is very considerably bent and may kink like a textile fibre.
In connexion with the rates of growth of wild type and of those mutants with a rudiment of larger diameter than that of wild type, it is interesting to note that phenocopies of Stubble (and indeed of most bristle mutants) have been reported from flies subjected to temperature shocks. A type which appears to be the con verse of Stubble and is not paralleled by any known mutant is referred to by Goldschmidt (1935) . The bristles, which he terms 'angora', are described as longer and silkier than normal bristles. This probably means that they are also thinner. They may well be derived from rudiments of smaller diameter than wild type, in which case the conditions of growth would be exactly the converse of those in the developing Stubble bristle.
(ii) Mutants in which the final volume of bristle and trichogen is very much reduced as compared with wild type (a) The ratio development.
rate of volume increase rate of area increase diminishes gradually towards the end of These are the perfect miniature ' wild type ' bristles of spineless and Hairless.
(6) The ratio rate of volume increase is at no time even approximately constant. rate of area increase In the reduced bristles of shaven-naked the rate of volume increase appears to be greater than the rate of oriented deposition. The bristle shape is entirely lost. Of this type also are the reduced bristles of shaven-naked and Prickly.
T h e m o d e o f a c t i o n o f g e n e s i n f l u e n c i n g b r i s t l e s h a p e Turning now to consider the action of the genes in producing these various mutants, the evidence suggests that they may act at different points in time and influence several variables. Their possible effects may be summarized as follows:
(1) The total amount of bristle material formed by the trichogen may be very much reduced (cytoplasmic synthesis almost suppressed). (Shaven-naked, Prickly, Hairless, spineless.) (2) The sharpness of the initial rise in cytoplasmic synthesis may lead to a fatter rudiment and, other things being equal, to slower growth in length and a shorter bristle. (Stubble, forked, singed.) In Stubble it is to be noted that the tormogen fits less tightly on the trichogen than in wild type.
(3) The ratio -* n r e a s e may fluctuate violently (forked and singed) rate of area increase * or gradually and periodically. (Bristle.) (4) The mechanical properties of the wall may be influenced: more plastic in forked and singed; more elastic in Bristle.
It is noteworthy that in all those mutants in which the total volume produced approximates to that of wild type (with the possible exception of forked), the rate of area increase between 31 and 35 hr. is equal to that in wild type. This implies that, over the period of growth for which measurements are available, the mutant genes do not influence the rate of area increase in these forms.
Gene combinations
The bristles developed in the mutant combinations studied are in general such as might be expected from our knowledge of the developmental peculiarities of individual mutants. It is not easy to decide, however, whether two genes are behaving in a purely additive manner, or whether threshold phenomena are involved-as is known to be the case in certain other combinations of genes affecting the orientation of the formative cells (Lees & Waddington 1942) . In such combinations as forked-Bristle, where the effect produced seems dispro portionately larger than that of either gene alone, threshold phenomena may conceivably play a part.
It is not desired to discuss here the wider implications of this analysis of factors determining the shape of a special type of cell. There are certainly other instances, and not only of unicellular structures, where the point of view put forward here may prove useful. Suffice it to say that this study of the Drosophila bristle sug gests how it may be possible to explain the shape of a cell in terms of the properties of substances synthesized and of the time relations of their synthesis.
The elegant simplicity of the bristle rests on an improbable orderliness, the bizarre excesses of the mutants on a more probable disorder.
We are grateful to Dr W. T. Astbury, F.R.S., Professor J. D. Bernal, F.R.S., Dr D. Crisp and Dr W. A. Wooster who have read and criticized the manuscript. Our special thanks are due to Dr D. E. Lea whose suggestions helped greatly in planning the discussion.
We wish also to record indebtedness to one whose influence may be felt at many points in this paper, to one whose ideas, expressed in language beyond mode and jargon, acquire new significance in the fight of present knowledge of the rubberlike state: Sir D'Arcy Wentworth Thompson, F.R.S. E x p l a n a t i o n o f P l a t e 16 I n th o se p h o to g ra p h s ta k e n w ith th e nicols crossed, th e planes of p o larizatio n a n d v ib ra tio n are ap p ro x im a te ly p arallel to th e p age m argin^. T he final m agnifications are as follows: figure 6, x 45; figure 13, x 450; o th e r figures, x 200.
Follow ing c o n tin e n ta l usage b irefrin g en t s tru c tu re s will be described as in a d d itio n or in su b tra c tio n w ith re sp e ct to th e co m p en sato r w hen th e slow v ib ra tio n d irection o f th e stru c tu re is p aralle l or p erp e n d ic u la r resp ectiv ely 4>o th e slow v ib ra tio n d irection o f th e com pensator. F ig u r e 6. S cu tellu m of a S tu b b le fly. B ristles sh o rte r a n d b lu n te r th a n th o se of w ild ty p e .
F ig u r e 7. In fla tio n in a fo rk ed b ristle. N o te ridges m ore w idely spaced in inflated region th a n in s h a ft; th o se o f u p p e r a n d low er surfaces a p p e a r to cross. N o te ro u n d ed contours. F ig u r e 9. S u b te rm in a l b ra n c h in a fo rk ed b ristle. N o te ridges rim u p to tip an d o u t in to sidearm , t h a t is, th e b ristle is b ra n c h e d a n d n o t b e n t. Crossed nicols. (b) T h e sam e b ristle ; p arallel nicols. T ran sv erse ridges a n d roughness a t nodes visible. T hough a g reat deal of w ork has been done upon th e earthw orm , th e only investigation of g iant fibre a c tiv ity in th e isolated nerve cord appears to be th a t of Eccles, G ranit & Y oung (1933) . As th is account is only tw o pages long an d contains no records, it seemed w orth while to rep e at th e work, an d § A gives in full m y evidence, w hich su p p o rts th eir conclusions, an d doubtless is w hat th e y have already observed. Their identification of th e active structures w ith p articu lar giant fibres was rath e r convincingly inferred, an d th is has now been confirmed b y direct m icrom anipulation as described in §B . P r o c e d u r e a n d a p p a r a t u s Dissection. The worms used were Lumbricus terrestris L., sometimes freshly dug, sometimes kept in a large volume of damp earth in a sink, sometimes kept many together in a tin with the lid on to stop drying. These differences of treatment appeared insignificant.
In preliminary work, when dissection was without anaesthetic, the worms wriggled a great deal, and if pinned down were very apt to tear themselves into
